Ronald Homes.
by Leon Conroy.

Ronald Homes, (my great, grand-uncle) was born Oct 3rd,
1922, London, England and he studied Art at Willesden
College of Art in London before WW2.
He had one older brother, and one older sister (my greatgrandmother).
In 1940 at the age of 18, he enlisted in the
Royal Air Force and was sent to Texas to learn to pilot
airplanes. On his return in 1943, he was assigned for
several missions, one of which was quite interesting.
Among many missions a few were bomber missions against
the German army in WW2.
This is a painting from Ronald
of the plane they flew.
ß
This airplane is called a
Lancaster.

It all began in the morning of the 12th of
August 1944 on the RAF Bomber station in Lincolnshire.
They were all called for a mission.

This was their aeroplane, Ronald painted a
Cupid on the Lancaster L for Love aircraft.

They had to go in a different airplane than
their usual one, for this particular mission, as their own
Lancaster L/Love, as they called it, was being serviced.
This other airplane was the same model, but it felt slightly
different.
It had a highly secret radio counter
measure, for disrupting the enemy fighters radio controllers
transmissions. Their eighth crew member operated that set.
The target for the night was Russelsheim
(near Frankfurt). The mission was to flatten Hitler´s
supplies. The crew members were getting the plane ready
when their commander said “Hit the target hard, and good
luck chaps,” as words of encouragement.

This is a painting from
Ronald, the crew is getting
their Lancaster airplane
ready for their mision.

They were getting the plane ready.
Checking ignitions, making sure everyone was on board,
and of course, putting fuel into it. “All engines on and ready
to go!” They left Lincolnshire at 19:30 hours, for their
destination, Russelsheim. They fly over the Dutch coast,
loaded with fuel and ammunition. All the lights in the aircraft
were off, as they would have been seen by the enemy.

Painting by
Ronald Homes,
Dangerous Moonlight

Once they approach the target, they get
ready to drop bombs. “Steady, steady, s t e a d y… BOMBS
GONE!!!” As they get ready to turn back home, suddenly
the Mid Upper shouts “FIGHTER!”
The plane is shaken by a series of dull
thumps… “WE´VE BEEN HIT!!!” A bright yellow/orange light
fills the cockpit.

Painting By Ronald
Homes
“Against all odds”
on the night they
were hit by the
enemy.

This is a segment from Ronald´s diary:
“ Starboard Outer’s on fire Skipper” shouts the Engineer,
“There’s a
great flame going past the Tailplane” Shouts the Mid
Upper. “OK chaps, settle down,- Pilot to Engineer, feather
the Starboard Outer and push the fire extinguisher”. “OK
Skip -----------Fire’s still burning Skip”…... “S**t!” Thoughts
rush through my mind as I continue to throw the aircraft
about in a corkscrew to avoid the fighters. We must be a
choice target now, lit up in the night sky like a flaming
comet and if we don’t get this fire out we have HAD IT!
“Engineer to Pilot, it looks like a fuel fire, ----if we turn off the
fuel to the Starboard side we might be able to starve it but it
will mean feathering the Starboard inner engine as well” “

OK engineer try that!” “Pilot to Crew, anybody hurt?” “Rear
Gunner, OK Skip but my turret’s U.S.” “Mid Upper’s OK but
so is mine.”
“OK Gunners keep your eyes
skinned for that fighter and just give me
directions to avoid it” “OK

Skipper”. “Special OK” “Navigator OK”
“Wireless OK Skip” “Bombaimer OK Skipper” “Good show
chaps -------What the heck is happening Engineer?
“Starboard Inner’s feathered Skipper!” “So has the Port
inner, I’ve only got one engine left!!” The Engineer looks
puzzled and runs his eyes over the controls and
instruments and I think I catch a glimpse of a shrug of his
shoulders.
Is it getting darker?-------------- I think it is!---------- “The fire’s going out Skip!!!!” “Thank God for that,
Engineer, I think I can stop corkscrewing now, Pilot to
Gunners, shout as soon as you spot a fighter, and tell me
which direction to corkscrew!” “Rear OK Skip” “Mid Upper
OK”.

They were below 10000ft at this point and going lower by the
second. The winds were different now, they would not be able to
maintain altitude with just one engine! Their fuel was leaking. They
would not have enough to get back to home base.
After many heart stopping moments…….“We’re back up to three
engines now skip!”

They were out of enemy range and on the way back home where
they safely landed, they couldn’t believe their luck!
They arrived safe and sound.

Painting By Ronald Homes
Landing the Lancaster-Love
“Landing on Fido”

The picture above was not painted.
After WW2 he had many more missions, in India, Australia and in
the Far East, but none were as exhilerating as the mission above.
He got married to Ione Baker during WW2 and they were married for
over 70 years. They had 3 children, Nigel, Wendy and Joanna, but
Nigel sadly passed away at age seven. They also have 4
grandchildren and two great grandchildren.

Rocky Valley

Ronald Homes teaching

Gold Hill, Shaftesbury.

After the war, he became an Industrial Designer and Manufacturer
for 30 years, after that he pursued his love of art and became an art
teacher for a long time, at the Salisbury College of Art and with the
Dorset and Wiltshire teaching Adult Classes.
He had many eshibitions in Shaftesbury, Suffolk, London at the RI
Mall Galleries and with the Guild of Aviation Artists.
He sadly passed away just 5 years ago at a whopping age of
ninety- three!
These are some of the paintings he made:

I hope you enjoyed my presentation about Ronald. I found his story
quite fascinating and has taught me how much my family has done
over the ages. I enjoyed making this project, and it has given me
something to do during this whole thing.
Thank you to: my Nana, and her cousin Wendy, her Mum Ione and
my mom, for giving me all the information for this Project.

Leon Conroy.

